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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter discusses the way of collecting and analyzing data. It is 

divided into four parts; those are research design, data sources, data collection, 

and data analysis.

3.1 Research Design

In this research, the reseacher by using method qualitative-descriptive. 

According to Bogdan and Tailor (in Moeloeng, 2011: 4) defined methodology 

qualitative  as procedure of research that produce descriptive data like words 

of written and spoken from people or sources data that observed.

In the quote of Moeloeng (2011: 6) :

Qualitative research is a research that meaning to understand 
phenomenon that experience by subject of research e.g behave, 
perception, motivation, action, etc. As holistik, and the way 
descriptive in form words and language, to a context that nature 
and utilizing kinds the nature of method.

3.2 Data Sources

In this research data sources there are three short stories by Joyce 

Carol Oates entitled “Four Summers”, “Where Are You Going, Where Have 

You Been?”, and “The Girl With The Blackened Eye”. To support this data, 

researcher take some references form articles, internet, books of theory that 

supporting arguments and completed the result of research.
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According Lofland (in Moeloeng, 2011: 157) main of data sources in 

qualitative research is a words (literary work) and action, another there is 

adding data like documents. Connected  to this matter, in this part the kinds of 

data devided into words and action and sources data written.

3.3 Data Collection

Data collection is doing with a way reading data sources, that is 

literary work as work of Joyce Carol Oates entitled “Four Summers”, ”Where 

Are You Going, Where Have You Been?”, and “The Girl With the Blackened 

Eye“. The researcher must be reading with accurate and analysis object that 

observed and based on theory in use. The Theory collection through 

references. The references is getting through books of theory and articles that 

appropriate with the research in use. 

3.4 Data Analysis

After doing data collected, and then doing data analysis. The way in 

use the researcher to analyze through some of steps, that is : 

1. Reading accurately data- data that collected.

2. Formulated the problem.

3. Analysis a statement the problem by using theories that 

appropriate through data collection.

4. Conclude and answered statement of the problem in research 

that done.
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Bogdan and Biklen (in Moeloeng, 2011: 243 ) Qualitative data 

analysis  is efforts that doing by data, classified data, selected the data be able 

to unit can be reviewed, find what is the importance and what can be studied 

and decision what can be told to other people.


